
Full Itinerary & Trip Details

Daily Horse Safari Istanbul

Welcome to our Istanbul Daily Sightseeing Tours!
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ITINERARY

Day 1 : DAILY HORSE SAFARI ISTANBUL

For riders 3 years and over, our daily expeditions from Istanbul include farmland pastures, lush green
forestry, rugged terrains, gently undulating slopes and coastal beach sands. Suitable for all ages, join us for a
day exploring the natural beauty that the lands outside Istanbul city have to offer.

Daily Horse Safaris range in difficulty from novice to experienced tracks, covering a vast expanse of Turkish
landscapes outside of Istanbul. For riders 3 years and over, our daily expeditions from Istanbul include
farmland pastures, lush green forestry, rugged terrains, gently undulating slopes and coastal beach sands.

Farm Expedition (Novice) Experience the vast expanses of our farms including 300 acres of flat green plains,
rugged terrain and gently undulating slopes. Visit the streams of red fish swimming in and around the edge of
our ponds. Suitable for novice horseback riders.

Forestry Expedition (Experienced) Direct access to the vast farm lands, and forests are from Belgrade. Gallop
through creeks in the course of natural obstacles and ride through the forestry on the asphalt roads on the 1, 2
and 4 hour tours. Suitable for experienced horseback riders.

Beach Expedition (Novice & Experienced) Gumusdere coast (outside of the beach season) is an exciting
expedition for horse riders who want to explore the sea, and beach sands of the sea on an attractive route to
Kisirkaya from Kilyos. Suitable for both novice and experienced horseback riders.

Thank you for choosing us and we hope you have a memorable time in Turkey. We look forward to seeing
you in the future on another adventure with us.

Includes

Pick up transfer from your hotel in Istanbul at approx. 9:00am
Professional English - speaking tour guides
All entrance fees mentioned in the itinerary
Transportation in a fully air - conditioned, non - smoking coach

Excludes

International flights
Insurance: All types
Turkey entry visa

PRICE STARTING FROM

€ 0 € 0

DURATION

1 days

TOUR ID

84



Items of a personal nature such as alcoholic drinks, cold drinks, laundry
Any others expenses which are not mentioned at the included section

Routes

Available On Dates

2 May, 2020 - 15 October, 2021 Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday


